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Abstract

Metrics for Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA),
like Cohen’s Kappa, are crucial for validating
annotated datasets. Although high agreement
is often used to show the reliability of anno-
tation procedures, it is insufficient to ensure
validity or reproducibility. While researchers
are encouraged to increase annotator agree-
ment, this can lead to specific and tailored an-
notation guidelines. We hypothesize that this
may result in diverging annotations from dif-
ferent groups. To study this, we first propose
the Lee et al. Protocol (LEAP), a standard-
ized and codified annotation protocol. LEAP
strictly enforces transparency in the annotation
process, which ensures reproducibility of an-
notation guidelines. Using LEAP to annotate a
dialog dataset, we empirically show that while
research groups may create reliable guidelines
by raising agreement, this can cause divergent
annotations across different research groups,
thus questioning the validity of the annota-
tions. Therefore, we caution NLP researchers
against using reliability as a proxy for repro-
ducibility and validity.

https://github.com/jsedoc/
common-law-annotations

1 Introduction

The acquisition of reliable, valid, and repro-
ducible human annotations is an essential com-
ponent of Natural Language Processing (NLP) re-
search. However, human annotations are inherently
subjective (Basile et al., 2021) and each annota-
tor has their own biases (Paun et al., 2022). To
overcome this subjectivity, research groups aim to
develop annotation guidelines that increase Inter-
Annotator Agreement (IAA) among annotators,
also known as inter-rater reliability. Reliability–
the level of agreement between the annotators–is
a necessary, but not sufficient condition for repro-
ducibility (Artstein, 2017). If the precise details

of the annotation process–from creating the an-
notation guidelines to executing the annotations
themselves–are not transparent, the annotations
may not be reproducible. Furthermore, high re-
liability does not guarantee validity–the extent to
which annotations accurately capture what is in-
tended to be measured (Paun et al., 2022).

To address these challenges, we first propose
Lee et al. Protocol (LEAP) a codified annotation
guideline creation process that standardizes the way
research groups create, publicize, and implement
annotation guidelines. LEAP ensures transparency
in the annotation process through its step-by-step
procedure, which is crucial to allow for better re-
producibility and cross-paper analyses.

Second, we use LEAP to investigate agreement
by having pairs of researchers simulate the anno-
tation procedure of different research groups on a
common dataset, in order to observe the change
in agreement within and between these groups.
Within the simulation, we observe that each group
creates their own unique guidelines, despite work-
ing on the same dataset and annotation categories.
We leverage the metaphor of a common law, in
which country/region-specific laws are based on
precedent, much like researchers agreeing on com-
mon rules for edge cases to increase agreement.
Similar to common laws differing between coun-
tries, the rules governing annotation guidelines can
become increasingly research group-specific and di-
vergent from other groups, as each group strives to
raise their IAA. After developing annotation guide-
lines, we analyze if these observations persist when
crowdsourcing the data with each guideline.

While LEAP has broader applications, here we
apply it to a conversational AI task, where common
human annotation metrics include Appropriateness,
Information content of output, and Humanlikeness
(Howcroft et al., 2020). The popularity and recent
advances in dialog agents, such as OpenAI’s GPT-
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3 (Brown et al., 2020), ChatGPT,1 and YouChat2

motivated us to showcase our method in the dialog
domain.

In our investigation, we ask the following re-
search questions:

1. How are the agreement levels different for
researchers within and across groups?

2. Do groups converge or diverge in their anno-
tation guidelines?

3. Which groups are able to get the crowdsource
workers to agree most? Is it the same as the
other groups?

4. Do crowdsource workers converge or diverge
within and between groups?

Ultimately, we make the following contributions:
• Empirically show that while groups may cre-

ate reliable guidelines by artificially raising
agreement, this can lead to divergent anno-
tations across different research groups, thus
questioning annotation validity.

• Propose LEAP as a standardized and trans-
parent annotation protocol which ensures re-
producibility of annotation guidelines, while
also allowing for deeper analysis of validity
influenced by divergent annotation guidelines.

2 Related Work

This paper contributes to the ongoing discourse
on the ‘science’ of annotations (Hovy and Lavid,
2010). Similar to Hober et al. (2023), we call for
improved reliability and transparency in annota-
tions.

2.1 Reporting Pitfalls & Errors
The NLP / NLG community generally lacks er-
ror reporting (van Miltenburg et al., 2021). Agree-
ment studies and works involving annotations are
no exception to this problem. We assert that papers
should report the caveats of their work, especially
regarding agreement analysis, which we believe
makes research more robust. We offer a standard-
ized solution through LEAP, where our protocol
ensures each published work exposes its entire an-
notation life-cycle.

2.2 Annotation Protocols
The benefits of crowdsourcing methods are widely
recognized and used in fields beyond NLP, includ-
ing healthcare studies (Hamilton et al., 1994) as

1https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/
2https://youchat.com/

well as Psychology (Cuccolo et al., 2021). In partic-
ular, the Psychology research community has estab-
lished notable researcher crowdsourcing initiatives,
such as CREP (Grahe et al., 2020), the Pipeline
Project (Schweinsberg et al., 2016), and Psi Chi’s
Network for International Collaborative Exchange:
Crowd component (NICE: Crowd) (Cuccolo et al.,
2022), which outline standardized practices and
methodologies to ensure quality data collection.

Within the NLP field, there are several anno-
tation protocols that outline steps within the an-
notation development cycle. The MATTER cy-
cle (Model, Annotate, Train, Test, Evaluate, Re-
vise) offers a high-level outline for collecting anno-
tations to train and develop machine learning mod-
els (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012). The MAMA
(Model-Annotate-Model-Annotate) cycle–a sub-
section of the MATTER cycle–describes the iter-
ative procedure of refining guidelines and collect-
ing annotations to arrive at an optimal annotation
model (Pustejovsky and Stubbs, 2012). The CAS-
CADES model further extends the Model and Re-
vise portion of MATTER, with the steps Concep-
tual Analysis, Abstract Syntax, Semantics, and
Concrete Syntax (Bunt et al., 2010). For a deeper
analysis of these protocols and their implementa-
tions, see Artstein (2017). With GENIE, Khashabi
et al. (2022) address reproducibility concerns by
providing a platform to run and study annotation
results across a variety of text generation tasks.

While such annotation protocols help standard-
ize the annotation procedures, they do not entirely
enforce the total transparency of the annotation
procedures. To the best of our knowledge, LEAP
is the first annotation protocol to strictly require
complete transparency in the annotation guideline
creation process through recorded discussions and
transcripts to ensure full reproducibility and effec-
tive cross-paper analysis.

2.3 Divergent Annotation Guidelines

Though divergent annotation guidelines between
research groups may seem natural due to each
group’s unique research purpose, this often oc-
curs among research groups who have similar pur-
poses (e.g., evaluating a new dialogue system). Re-
searchers would benefit by using consistent stan-
dardized annotation approaches.

For example, numerous papers created their own
definitions for the category of Appropriateness (Re-
iter et al., 2000; van Deemter, 2000), Information
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Figure 1: A flowchart of LEAP used for our experiments.

content of outputs (Carenini and Cheung, 2008;
Filippova and Strube, 2008), and Humanlikeness
(Agirrezabal et al., 2013; Cercas Curry et al., 2015)
(See Appendix A.3 for more examples). Further-
more, though papers may use annotation categories
that are different verbatim, the categories often
overlap in meaning and purpose (Finch and Choi,
2020).

2.4 Disagreement in Annotations

Basile et al. (2021) emphasizes the importance of
observing and embracing inherent disagreement in
annotation tasks, arguing that focusing on a single
‘ground truth’ reference obscures the complexity
and subjectivity of human-annotated data (Pavlick

and Kwiatkowski, 2019; Uma et al., 2022).

In fact, in SummEval (Fabbri et al., 2021) they
found that crowd worker annotations had reason-
able IAA but were uncorrelated to expert annota-
tors who also had high IAA. This suggests a flaw in
the current annotation paradigm. Instead, we pro-
pose in our work that a pair of researchers should
first converge with high IAA on a subset of the
dataset. Then the pair should create the instruc-
tions and design for the crowd annotation task and
validate the agreement.

In our work, we extend this study of disagree-
ment by empirically illustrating how artificially
eradicating irreconcilable disagreement can harm
accuracy (and thus potentially harm validity).
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3 Experiment Design

3.1 LEAP
Figure 1 illustrates the codified steps of LEAP
for our experiment. In the following paragraphs,
we explain the core components of LEAP. While
the procedure outlined below is tailored for dialog
annotations, the overall method can be adapted to
other tasks (see Appendix subsection A.1).

Parameters To customize LEAP for a specific
annotation task, several parameters need to be se-
lected. These parameters include:

• Minimum and maximum number of rounds
• Agreement criteria and threshold
• Common law discussion time limit
• Number of researchers involved (minimum of

2)
• Number of items per small iteration
• Number of items for the larger annotation

Our advice to practitioners is that while each of
these can be modified during an annotation process,
the best practice is to set them a priori based on a
smaller pilot, prior studies, or budget limitations.

Annotations Annotations are done indepen-
dently, on the same subset of data. During the anno-
tation, annotators are not allowed to communicate
with each other. After each iteration of annotations,
the agreement score is calculated for each anno-
tation category. The agreement scores are shared
with the annotators.

Annotation Discussions Each pair of annotators
in a research group use discussions to walk through
and compare their annotations. During discussions,
annotators are asked to resolve edge cases that are
causing disagreement, ultimately working towards
a shared understanding of each category’s annota-
tion guidelines.

All discussions are conducted using a recorded
video-conference platform, such as Zoom,3 to en-
sure full transparency of the annotation process.
Discussions are limited to a pre-specified amount of
time. As researchers compare individual annotation
examples, screen-share is enabled to make the pro-
cess transparent, while transcript tools are enabled
to allow for efficient analysis post-experiment.4

The quintessential idea for the records is to en-
sure that the decisions made during the meeting
are documented as they may provide insights into

3https://zoom.us/
4The recordings will not be shared publicly.

construct validity and also help in understanding
survey design. Since recording may not be avail-
able for all situations (e.g., automatic transcription
does not support all languages), an alternative is to
maintain detailed notes during the discussions.

Rounds & Iterations Prior to developing the
final annotation guidelines, LEAP requires re-
searchers to annotate multiple subsets of data.

Each round consists of a subset of a given
dataset. Each annotation session is termed as
an iteration. After a pair of researchers complete
an iteration of annotations, the agreement score for
each annotation category is calculated. The average
of the agreement scores across the annotation cate-
gories is used to compare against a pre-designated
threshold level of agreement.

If the category average agreement score meets
the threshold, the researchers move on to the next
round of annotations. This next round uses a new
subset of the dataset. However, if the category av-
erage agreement score does not meet the thresh-
old, the researchers are unable to move to the next
round of annotations. Rather, the researchers dis-
cuss the most recent iteration of annotations to
fine-tune their shared understanding of the annota-
tion categories. Then the researchers conduct the
next iteration of annotations. In the new iteration,
researchers annotate the same subset of data, how-
ever, the presentation order is shuffled. Iterations
allow researchers to test their level of convergence.
This step is repeated until the researchers are able
to meet their desired threshold, upon which they
move on to the next round of annotations.

Post Convergence Round Once the researchers
complete their rounds of annotations, they annotate
a larger set of new items.5 This larger round of
items is used to compare the crowd worker ratings
with the researchers and evaluate consistency over
a large set of annotations.

Creating the Annotation Guidelines The final
component of the protocol is creating the annota-
tion guidelines. Similar to the discussions, this pro-
cess is made transparent through recorded screen
share and live transcripts.

There are several benefits to such an iterative
annotation procedure. First, researchers are able
to find and fix pitfalls and mistakes in the anno-

5After conducting a pilot round of annotations, we chose
400 items to be the appropriate amount of annotations which
would guarantee statistical significance.
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tation process by experiencing them directly. Fur-
thermore, through the iterative process, researchers
are able to systemically fine-tune their annotations
to construct a shared understanding of the annota-
tion categories. Finally, the iterative process allows
the researchers to retroactively analyze the discus-
sions conducted after each annotation session in a
structured manner.

3.2 Experimental Design
Data For this task, we generated model responses
using prompts from the English as a Second Lan-
guage (ESL) (Sedoc et al., 2019) and Daily Dialog
(Li et al., 2017) evaluation sets (1,323 prompts).
For each prompt, we generated model responses
using eight state-of-the-art conversational models,
including DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020), GPT-3
(Brown et al., 2020), Plato2 (Bao et al., 2021), and
BlenderBot 2 (Weston and Shuster, 2021; Komeili
et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2022). In total, we created
11,907 prompt-response pairs. The prompts and
model responses have been detokenized to avoid re-
vealing the model origins to the annotator. We used
the dialog prompts and the language generation sys-
tems within their intended usage. For more informa-
tion on the model parameters, see Appendix A.4.

Instructions The experiment followed the
LEAP architecture. The goal of each group was to
create annotation guidelines that would help other
annotators annotate conversational text data as
similarly as possible. The annotations consisted of
static evaluations, as they are one of the most used
forms of human evaluations in NLP (Finch and
Choi, 2020). Following Howcroft et al. (2020), we
provided the following base definitions for three
annotation categories:

1. Appropriateness: The degree to which the out-
put is appropriate in the given context.

2. Information content of outputs: The amount
of information conveyed by an output.

3. Humanlikeness: The degree to which the out-
put could have been produced by a human.

We intentionally kept the category definitions
simple to give each group freedom in devising their
own annotation guidelines. See Appendix Figure 6
for an example of the prompt and response anno-
tated by the researchers.

See Appendix Figure 8 for the tabular step-by-
step instructions–created using LEAP–shared with
all researcher annotators. For specific instructions

on creating annotation guidelines, shared with all
researcher annotators, see Appendix Figure 7.

LEAP parameters In order to maintain inter-
group consistency, each group was instructed to use
a five-point ordinal scale. For our agreement crite-
ria, we chose linear Cohen’s κ as it is commonly
used. We ran a small pilot and estimated that the
Cohen’s κ 95% confidence interval was ±0.1 with
50 annotations and ±0.05 with 400 annotations.6

Cohen’s κ of 0.6 to 0.8 is commonly regarded as a
threshold for sufficient inter-annotator agreement
in NLP research (Landis and Koch, 1977) thus we
chose a category average Cohen’s κ of 0.7 as the
threshold. To time-bound the process, we chose a
minimum of 2 rounds and a maximum of 5 rounds.
In our pilot, we also found that 30 minutes was
sufficient to discuss annotation differences.

Groups We simulated the process of six individ-
ual research groups (Group 1-6) defining guide-
lines for human annotation of conversational data.
Each group consisted of two researchers. The group
pairings had diverse members in terms of gender
identity and annotation experience.7

3.3 Crowdsourced Annotation Parameters

Once all the annotation guidelines have been cre-
ated, we used Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)8

to collect crowdsourced data. For our experiment,
groups did not iterate over the annotation guide-
lines with crowd workers.

Instructions Each crowd worker was given the
following instructions:

The annotation task is to label responses
to a given prompt. The prompt consists
of two people (A and B) talking to each
other. The response is the next utterance
after the final utterance in the prompt.

Then the annotators were given the annotation
guideline based on the group task chosen (see Fig-
ures 9 to 14 in the Appendix).

All MTurk tasks were deployed using the same
portion of the dataset as the round of 400 prompts
and responses that were annotated by the re-
searchers. This choice was made because the round

6We used https://search.r-project.org/CRAN/
refmans/DescTools/html/CohenKappa.html.

7All data was collected without any information that names
or uniquely identify individuals.

8https://www.mturk.com/
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of 400 annotations was the latest set of annotations
done by the researchers, meaning the researchers’
annotations were most calibrated with the anno-
tation guidelines.9 Groups 1 and 2 used the full
LEAP protocol with iterations.

3.4 Testing Iteration-Free LEAP

While the iterations in LEAP give researchers the
opportunity to converge on their common law an-
notation guidelines, we acknowledge that this may
require additional time and resources. Furthermore,
it reduces the independent relationship between an-
notations. Thus, we tested an iteration-free version
of LEAP (see Figure 5 for a flowchart).

The iteration-free version of LEAP excludes the
iteration component. If a group is unable to reach
the pre-designated agreement threshold, they move
on to the next round of annotations. This allows
researchers to annotate more data while converg-
ing; however, they cannot discuss a subset of data
multiple times. Iteration-free LEAP favors cover-
age over convergence. A new round of annotations
consists of a new subset of data. Groups 3, 4, 5,
and 6 used the iteration-free LEAP.

4 Results & Discussion

4.1 Agreement Analysis - LEAP

Within Group By using the iterative annotation
procedure of LEAP, Group 1 and Group 2 were
able to achieve a high level of agreement on the
second iteration of the second round of annotations.
Figure 2 illustrates the change in agreement for
Groups 1 and 2.

We also observed a drop in agreement for both
groups when moving from round 1 to round 2. This
is expected, as the change in annotated data in-
troduces new edge cases, causing divergence be-
tween annotators. However, as both groups were
able to calibrate their annotations via the iterations
in round 1, round 2 required substantially fewer
amounts of iterations to achieve the threshold of
0.7.

Between Groups Taking advantage of the stan-
dardized annotation protocol codified through
LEAP, we analyzed the changes in the agreement
between annotators of different groups. Figure 3
illustrates the changes in agreement for annota-

9For additional information regarding crowd worker meta-
data, compensation, qualifications, and quality checks, see
Appendix A.7.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Agreement scores for Groups 1 (above) and
2 (below) with using LEAP.

tors within the same group and between different
groups.

In round 1 and round 2, for all three categories,
within-group agreement–that is the level of agree-
ment between annotators of the same group–was
relatively higher than between-group agreement, or
the level of agreement between annotators of dif-
ferent groups. Such observation suggests that rais-
ing agreement levels through fine-tuned annotation
guidelines can cause divergence across different
research groups.

Interestingly, we observed a relatively higher
level of between-group agreement for Appropriate-
ness, despite the fact that researchers in Group 1
and Group 2 never communicated with one another.
This suggests that certain annotation categories,
such as Appropriatness, have a stronger shared con-
struct than others.

4.2 Agreement Analysis - Iteration-Free
LEAP

Groups 3, 4, 5, and 6 tested the iteration-free
LEAP. None of the groups were able to reach
the designated threshold of an average Cohen’s
κ > 0.7. In addition, we found supporting evidence
of divergence across annotators of different groups.
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Figure 3: Contingency table of annotations for Group 1 (researchers 1 and 2) and Group 2 (researchers 3 and
4) - From top to bottom: Appropriateness, Information content of outputs, and Humanlikeness. The graphs for
Round 1 and Round 2 show the figures for the final iteration of each round. Round 400 indicates the final round of
annotations in LEAP with 400 items. Red borders indicate within-group agreement. Darker blue indicates higher
agreement (Cohen’s κ).

We present the detailed results in Appendix A.9.
Remarkably, the iterations were important to solid-
ify common law rules, since moving to new sam-
ples (i.e., new rounds) caused more confusion and
the rules did not ground well.

4.3 Annotation Guidelines
We analyzed each group’s annotation guideline and
its creation process by examining the Zoom record-
ings of discussions. For the final version of the
guidelines for all groups see Figures 9 to 14 in the
Appendix.

Appropriateness The group discussion tran-
scripts and written guidelines showed that the dif-
ferent groups took a similar approach when anno-
tating Appropriateness. Primarily, all groups based
their Appropriateness score on whether the model
response “made sense” in relation to the prompt it-
self. Also, all groups considered the contextual rele-
vance of the response in relation to the prompt. This
reinforces our observation that annotators overall

had a strong shared construct of Appropriateness,
which resulted in high levels of agreement for the
category.

Information content of output Unlike Appro-
priateness, agreement levels between groups for
Information content of output were relatively low.
While Group 1 gauged the category based on the
specificity of the information provided by the re-
sponse, Group 2 based the category score on the
length of the response (ie. the number of sentences),
as well as the correctness of the response (ie. if the
information provided is factually correct). Such di-
vergences in annotation guidelines explain the low
level of agreement between annotators of different
groups.

We conducted a similar analysis on Groups 3,
4, 5, and 6. As discussed in Appendix A.9, we
observed two distinct silos of convergence in agree-
ment. The annotation discussion transcripts re-
vealed that Group 3 and Group 6 quantified the
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amount of new information stated in the response
to score Information of content, while Group 4 and
Group 5 did not. For example, if a response did not
reveal any new information, but was relevant to the
prompt, Group 4 and Group 5 would give at least
a 3 for Information content of output. However,
as Group 3 and Group 6 focused on the quantity
of new information when annotating Information
content of output, they would give it a low score.

Furthermore, Groups 3 and 6 solely looked at
the response field to judge Information content of
output, meaning a short, generic response would
receive a low score for this category. In compari-
son, Groups 4 and 5 created guidelines that looked
at both the prompt and response to judge the level
of information given, meaning a short, generic re-
sponse could still receive a higher score depending
on the broader context.

The divergence in annotation guidelines not
only explains the low average agreement between
groups for Information content of output but also
uncovers why different clusters of agreement occur
between certain groups.

Humanlikeness While both Groups 1 and 2
based Humanlikeness on whether a real human
would have said the response, both groups had
diverging approaches for the annotation category.
Group 1 emphasized that the annotator should not
consider the appropriateness of the response when
judging Humanlikeness. On the other hand, Group
2 simply evaluated whether a real human could
have said the response, while also taking into con-
sideration grammatical errors.

For Groups 3, 4, 5, and 6 two separate clusters
of agreement occurred between the groups–one
between Group 3 and Group 6, another between
Group 4 and Group 5. The clusters of agreement
can be attributed to the differing annotation proce-
dures that emerged between these silos. Group 3
and Group 6 annotated by ignoring the prompt and
judging solely the Humanlikeness of the response.
On the other hand, Group 4 and Group 5 took into
consideration the response’s context. For example,
following Group 3 and Group 6’s guidelines, even
if the response was a complete replica of an utter-
ance in the prompt, the response could receive a
high score for Humanlikeness. In contrast, if the
response repeated content from the prompt, Group
4 and Group 5 gave the response a low Humanlike-
ness score.

The two different interpretations of a category re-

inforce the notion that a “ground truth” annotation
value is difficult to reach, especially for categories
that have less of a shared construct - like Informa-
tion content of output and Humanlikeness.

4.4 Crowdsourced Data

In order to examine how diverging annotation
guidelines impact agreement levels for crowd-
sourced annotations, we employed batches of Hu-
man Intelligence Tasks (HITs) on Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk (MTurk). We recruited and filtered MTurk
workers who were able to achieve a category av-
erage κ > 0.7 agreement with the researchers
on a pilot HIT. These workers were then given
a larger MTurk task of annotating the same set of
400 prompt-response questions from the guideline
creations, with 55 prompt-response questions per
HIT (for details see subsection A.7).

Agreement Between Researchers & Crowd-
source Workers The average agreement be-
tween the crowdsource workers and the researcher
for each Group is illustrated in Figure 15 in the
Appendix. For all Groups except Group 1, Appro-
priateness was the category with the highest agree-
ment between the researchers and the HIT workers.
Overall, HIT workers who used Group 4’s guide-
line had the highest average agreement scores with
the Group’s researchers. Furthermore, the variable
levels of agreement for LEAP indicate that annota-
tions are relatively noisy even with a well-defined
protocol.

Group 1 & Group 2 We calculated the agree-
ment between MTurk annotators of the same
group’s annotation guidelines, as well as the agree-
ment between annotators of Groups 1 and 2 (see
Table 1.

Groups App. Info. Human.
Group 1 0.37 0.09 0.19
Group 2 0.58 0.20 0.30

Between Groups 1 & 2 0.37 0.13 0.09

Table 1: IAA within and between crowd workers using
Group 1’s and Group 2’s guidelines

Of the three categories, again, Appropriateness
had the strongest shared construct with the high-
est level of agreement. Group 1 and Group 2 had
higher agreement within groups for Humanlikeness
compared to the IAA from between Groups 1 and 2.
As with the researcher annotators, crowd workers
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who followed different annotation guidelines were
unable to achieve high agreement.

Groups 3, 4, 5, & 6 Similarly, we analyzed the
differences in agreement levels for crowd workers
using guidelines created by Groups 3, 4, 5, and 6
(see Table 2 and Table 3).

Groups App. Info. Human.
Group 3 0.38 0.16 0.25
Group 4 0.46 0.54 0.56
Group 5 0.38 0.30 0.23
Group 6 0.47 0.22 0.43
Average 0.42 0.31 0.37

Table 2: IAA within group for crowdsource workers us-
ing guidelines created by Groups 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Groups App. Info. Human.
Groups 3 & 4 0.38 0.20 0.20
Groups 3 & 5 0.32 0.23 0.18
Groups 3 & 6 0.37 0.27 0.23
Groups 4 & 5 0.32 0.17 0.22
Groups 4 & 6 0.3 0.15 0.24
Groups 5 & 6 0.57 0.27 0.27

Average 0.38 0.22 0.22

Table 3: IAA between groups for crowdsource workers
using guidelines created by Groups 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Similar to Groups 1 and 2, crowd workers for
Groups 3, 4, 5, and 6 had relatively higher agree-
ment within group compared to between different
groups.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we caution NLP researchers against
using reliability as a proxy for reproducability
and validity. While LEAP does not strictly enforce
validity, it creates transparency in the “common
law” annotation rules. This transparency can en-
able others to assess the validity of the choices. We
propose and encourage researchers to use LEAP
as a solution to ensure reproducibility by render-
ing the annotation protocol completely transparent
while allowing for deeper cross-paper analysis on
validity through the standardized annotation pro-
cedure.

Using LEAP, we simulated a parallel series
of independent annotation procedures, illustrat-
ing how even if a research group achieves agree-
ment, their agreement with annotators from differ-

ent groups can be low for certain categories due to
diverging annotation guidelines.

Overall, research groups should use agreement
metrics with care. While a high agreement score is
often a community-recognized threshold required
for research groups to publish their annotated
datasets, research groups should be aware of the
pitfalls in raising agreement metrics. Furthermore,
research groups should follow a standardized anno-
tation guideline creation process, such as LEAP,
and make the entire procedure transparent. With
such standardization and transparency, we will be
able to better understand the issues associated with
simply using agreement metrics as the main thresh-
old to cross for publications.

6 Limitations

LEAP requires access to a telecommunication plat-
form, such as Zoom, which can record, screen-
share, and save live transcripts of the discussions.
The dialogue data used in the annotations, as well
as the annotation categories and their respective
guidelines, were all in English. Furthermore, the
researcher participants of the study were all co-
authors of the paper and did not include profes-
sional annotators. We tested LEAP using only con-
versational dialogue.We only used three annotation
categories. Though there are other protocols that
could have helped in the analysis, we only experi-
mented with LEAP and an ablation of LEAP. Some
model responses may have contained bias.
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Each meeting is 
T minutes long & 

discussion is 
carefully 

documented

Minimum of Nmin 
rounds & 

maximum of Nmax  
rounds 

 

YES

NO

NO

Researchers annotate 
the SAME A items 

(shuffled) 
independently

Researchers 
annotate a new 
set of A items 
independently

Researchers discuss 
a common law 

annotation 
methodology

Each researcher 
annotates a large 

set of B items

Each researcher 
independently writes 
annotation guidelines

Researchers meet 
and merges their 

guidelines

Create 
AMT tasks

AMT workers 
annotate

Researchers 
refine guidelines

Researchers 
annotate A items 

independently

 

YES

Researchers discuss 
a common law 

annotation 
methodology

 

Did the 
annotation exceed 

the agreement 
threshold?

Did the annotation exceed 
the agreement threshold?

ITERATION Y

ROUND X

The meeting is T 
minutes long & 
discussion is 

carefully 
documented

Figure 4: A flowchart of LEAP - a standardized and transparent annotation protocol. It has the following parame-
ters: the minimum and maximum number of rounds (Nmin and Nmax), agreement criteria and threshold, common
law discussion time limit (T ), number of researchers involved (minimum of 2), the number of items per small
iteration (A), the number of items for the larger annotation (B).

A Appendix

A.1 Generic LEAP
As stated in subsection 3.1 has task-specific properties that need to be chosen by researchers. We used
LEAP with a particular set of parameters for our experiment. Figure 4 is a generic flowchart for LEAP.
We acknowledge that LEAP is extremely rigid. For our experiments, this was important as we desired to
minimize variance between groups. In practice, researchers may desire more flexibility (e.g., discussion
time cap or the number of examples per iteration). If this is the case then we encourage the documentation
of deviations from the protocol.
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divided into pairs 
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independently

 

 

Is the 
average 
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the annotation 
criteria over the 

threshold?

ROUND X

The meeting is 30 
minutes long & 

recorded over Zoom

Each meeting is 
30 minutes long & 

recorded over 
Zoom

Each pair 
annotates a new 
set of 50 items 
independently

Figure 5: A flowchart of iteration-free LEAP.

A.2 Iteration-Free LEAP

Figure 5 shows iteration-free LEAP. Iteration-free LEAP might be more attractive for researchers who are
concerned about the independent nature of annotations of each round. We suggest that iterations within a
round are important since researchers may not have explicitly agreed on the common law rule.

A.3 NLP Work Using Appropriateness, Information content of output, and Humanlikeness

Various papers created their own definitions for the category of Appropriateness (Varges, 2006; Reiter
et al., 2008; Oh and Shrobe, 2008; Murray et al., 2010; Mahamood and Reiter, 2011; Schlünder and
Klabunde, 2013; Gkatzia et al., 2013; Cimiano et al., 2013; Inglis et al., 2017; Harrison and Walker, 2018;
Mori et al., 2019; Santhanam and Shaikh, 2019), Information content of outputs (Demir et al., 2008;
Siddharthan et al., 2012; Mahamood and Reiter, 2012; Moraes et al., 2014; Inglis, 2015; Kuptavanich
et al., 2018; Qader et al., 2018; Choi et al., 2018), and for Humanlikeness (Byamugisha et al., 2017; Deriu
and Cieliebak, 2018; Fikri et al., 2018).
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A.4 Dialog Model Parameters
For DialoGPT, which was trained on 147M dialogue instances created from Reddit threads (Zhang et al.,
2020), we used the pre-trained model with the medium (345M) model checkpoint, using the top-K sorting
algorithm. For GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020), we used a temperature of 0.9 and a top-p decoding strategy
(Holtzman et al., 2019) with p = 0.92. We used the following format for the prompt for GPT-3:

The following is a conversation between A and B.

A: Oh, I am so tired.
B: I know what you mean.
A: I don’t know if I can continue working like this.
B:

For Plato2, we used two model sizes, 24L (with 310M parameters), and 32L (with 1.6B parameters)
(Bao et al., 2021). For BlenderBot, two model sizes were used: 2.7B and 9B (Miller et al., 2017). For
BlenderBot 2, two model sizes were used as well: 400M and 3B (Weston and Shuster, 2021; Komeili
et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2022). Finally, we used the original human responses that are a part of the ESL
(Sedoc et al., 2019) and Daily Dialog (Li et al., 2017) evaluation sets.

prompt response

A: Oh, I am so tired.

B: I know what you mean.

A: I don't know if I can

continue working like this.

Why don't

you take a

break?

Figure 6: An example prompt and response annotated by the researchers and crowdsource workers.
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Common Law Annotations

Creating Annotation Guidelines
The goal is to create guidelines that help people annotate conversational text data as similarly as possible. In order to
increase agreement with your annotation partner, you will meet with them to discuss a common annotation methodology.

The annotation task is to label chatbot responses to prompts, using three annotation criteria:

- Appropriateness: The degree to which the output is appropriate in the given context/situation.
- Information content of outputs: The amount of information conveyed by an output.
- Human-likeness: The degree to which an output could have been produced by a human.

Each criteria is annotated on a 5-point scale where 1 is worst and 5 is best.

Annotating Model Responses
For each round of annotations, you will be provided with a Google Sheets document containing 50 prompts and responses.
During these annotations, you may not communicate with your partner annotator.

The prompt column contains a single utterance or multiple-utterance conversation. The response column contains the
chatbot’s response to the last utterance in the prompt.

Utterances are separated by A: and B:, which indicate two speakers. There are at most two speakers per prompt, though
there may be prompts with only one speaker.

For example,

prompt response Appropriateness Information content of

outputs

Humanlikeness

A: Oh, I am so tired.

B: I know what you mean.

A: I don't know if I can

continue working like this.

Why don't

you take a

break? enter annotation here enter annotation here enter annotation here

Remember that the annotation values should be a number between 1 and 5. You will annotate 50 prompt-response pairs
each round. Please time yourself at the start and end of each annotation session.

Figure 7: The annotation and discussion instructions shared to all groups.
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Annotation & Discussion Plan [Annotator]
Objective: Annotators repeat annotation and discussion in order to increase their inter-annotator agreement.

Step Title Time Needed
(Approx.)

Instructions Notes

1 Discuss initial
annotation methodology 30 min.

Schedule a common time using the Doodle poll

Join this public Zoom call on your scheduled time and discuss
annotation methodologies

2 1st Annotation Session - Annotate 50 model responses

3 Discuss annotation
methodology 30 min.

Schedule a common time using the Doodle poll

Join this public Zoom call on your scheduled time and discuss
annotation methodologies

4 2nd Annotation Session - Annotate 50 model responses

5 Discuss annotation
methodology 30 min.

Schedule a common time using the Doodle poll

Join your designated Zoom call on your scheduled time and
discuss annotation methodologies

If Inter-Annotator Agreement is below 0.7: proceed to STEP 6 and STEP 7
If Inter-Annotator Agreement is above 0.7: proceed to STEP 8

6 Annotation Session - Annotate 50 model responses

7 Discuss annotation
methodology 30 min.

Schedule a common time using the Doodle poll

Join your designated Zoom call on your scheduled time and
discuss annotation methodologies

If Inter-Annotator Agreement is below 0.7: repeat STEP 6 and STEP 7
If Inter-Annotator Agreement is above 0.7: proceed to STEP 8

→ Maximum of 5 annotation- discussion repetitions

8 Annotate 400 responses - Annotate 400 model responses

9 Create Individual
Annotation Guideline - Each annotator creates their own annotation guideline

10 Merge Annotation
Guideline - The annotator pair merges their annotation guideline

11 150 AMT Annotations -
Annotate 150 items through the Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)
platform - 50 using your own guideline, 50 using a different
group’s guideline, and 50 using another group’s guideline

Figure 8: The step-by-step LEAP instructions shared among researcher annotators.
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roject-template-in-the-ui-7c75285105fb#.py7towsdx -->

We really appreciate your comments or concerns!

Instructions

NOTE: THERE ARE A MAXIMUM OF 5 HITs YOU CAN COMPLETE. COMPLETING ALL 5 HITs WILL GIVE YOU A BONUS!

WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO DO ALL 5 HITs 

The annotation task is to label responses to a given prompt. The prompt consists of two people (A and B) talking to each other.

The response is the next utterance after the final utterance in the prompt. The three base annotation criteria are:

1. Appropriateness: The degree to which the output is appropriate in the given context/situation.

2. Information content of outputs: The amount of information conveyed by an output.

3. Human-likeness: The degree to which an output could have been produced by a human.

Each criteria is annotated on a 5-point scale where 1 is worst and 5 is best.

Specific Definitions

Tips:

Do not consider the humanlikeness of the response when judging its appropriateness. If the response fits the context, but

sounds weird, mark it as highly appropriate.

Do not consider the appropriateness of the response when judging its humanlikeness. Humanlikeness should depend only

on the response itself, ignoring the context.

# Appropriateness Information content of

output

Humanlikeness

Does the response fit the context well? Is the response specific or

generic?

Could a human have said this

response?

1 The response is completely irrelevant. It

does not match or reference the context at

all.

The response could follow

almost any statement or

context, for example “How so?”

or “Yeah”.

The response is garbled text or

nonsensical. It has no reasonable

interpretation. For example, “He green

a”.

2 The response matches or references the

context, but is highly unexpected. For

example, it might contradict a previous

statement, repeat word-for-word something

already said, or respond to an earlier part of

the conversation.

The response could follow a

large category of statements,

but not any statement, for

example, “Why not?” or “I’m

down for that.”

The response has some well-formed

parts that you can interpret, but it’s

completely unbelievable that the

response came from a human. For

example, “It’s just north of here

UUUU.”

3 The response has at least one interpretation

that makes sense in the conversation;

however, the interpretation is a stretch or

strange given the context.

The response talks about

something generic in a vague

way, for example: “Yeah, I love

that.” or “It really is great.”

The response is well-formed, but

doesn’t seem realistic, sounds like a

poorly written fictional person, or

over-explains. For example, “I am

sleepy because it’s night time, so now

I will nap in my bed.”

4 The first interpretation of the response

makes sense in the conversation; however,

it’s a bit strange, awkward, or unexpected.

The response talks about

something specific to the

conversation in a vague way, for

example: “Park street is great.”

The response is mostly believable as

coming from a person, but seems a bit

strange. For example, the response is

unreasonably polite.

5 The response perfectly fits the

conversation.

The response is highly specific to

the conversation. It discusses

something from the conversation

in a specific way, for example “I

really miss them, now that

they’re gone.”

The response is perfectly believable

as coming from a human. You would

not be surprised at all if a person had

actually said it.

Examples:

Prompt Response Appropriateness Information

content of output

Humanlikeness

A: This floor is falling apart.

 B: How can you tell?

 A: Are you kidding me? Step over

here.

That's what I was

thinking.

1 2 5

A: The prices on fruit have really

gone up this year!

 B: Yes, they have. It's ridiculous!

 A: The fruit is not of good quality,

either.

I've also noticed the

drop in quality.

5 5 5

A: I'm making the food for the

party tomorrow.

 B: I heard you are a fantastic

cook!

 A: Thank you! I do my best.

I'm sure you do ! 4 2 4

Question 1

Prompt

${0_prompt}

Response

${0_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 2

Prompt

${1_prompt}

Response

${1_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 3

Prompt

${2_prompt}

Response

${2_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 4

Prompt

${3_prompt}

Response

${3_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 5

Prompt

${4_prompt}

Response

${4_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 6

Prompt

${5_prompt}

Response

${5_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 7

Prompt

${6_prompt}

Response

${6_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 8

Prompt

${attention_check_prompt}

Response

${attention_check_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 9

Prompt

${8_prompt}

Response

${8_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 10

Prompt

${9_prompt}

Response

${9_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 11

Prompt

${10_prompt}

Response

${10_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Navigation 

Figure 9: Annotation Guideline for Group 1.
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roject-template-in-the-ui-7c75285105fb#.py7towsdx -->

Instructions

NOTE: THERE ARE A MAXIMUM OF 5 HITs YOU CAN COMPLETE. COMPLETING ALL 5 HITs WILL GIVE YOU A BONUS! WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO DO ALL 5 HITs 
The annotation task is to label responses to a given prompt. The prompt consists of two people (A and B) talking to each other. The response is the next utterance after the final utterance in the prompt. The three
base annotation criteria are:

1. Appropriateness: The degree to which the output is appropriate in the given context/situation.
2. Information content of outputs: The amount of information conveyed by an output.
3. Human-likeness: The degree to which an output could have been produced by a human.

Each criteria is annotated on a 5-point scale where 1 is worst and 5 is best.
Specific Definitions

Appropriateness
Given the context in the prompt, we will consider the following aspects when assigning the score for appropriateness:

1. Answer the question
2. Talk about the same thing in the prompt
3. The transition is smooth

If the response satisfies all the above requirements, we will assign a score of 5. If the response somehow answers the question but does not satisfy one of the other two requirements, we will assign a score of 4. If the
response only answers the question partially, we will assign a score of 3. If the response does not answer the question but satisfies one of the other two requirements, we will assign a score of 2. If the response does
not satisfy all the above requirements, we will assign a score of 1.

Information content of outputs
For this part, we will take the information conveyed in the response and the length of the response into consideration. To be detailed, we will consider the following aspects when assigning the score for information
content of outputs:

1. The information covered for the question
2. The number of sentence (>= 4 long; >= 3 median; >= 1 short)
3. Information is valid (even if it is not related to the prompt)

If the response satisfies all the above requirements (long sentences), we will assign a score of 5. If the response contains enough and valid information but does not have a reasonable length (median), we will assign
a score of 4. If the response contains some information, but the information may not be valid or the response does not have a reasonable length (median), we will assign a score of 3. If the response contains limited
information and the length of the response is short, we will assign a score of 2. If the response does not satisfy all the above requirements, we will assign a score of 1.

Humanlikeness
We will evaluate the degree to which the response looks like a human sentence. We will consider the following aspects when assigning the score for human-likeness:

1. First impression of reading as a human sentence
2. Check grammar and syntax error

If the response satisfies all the above requirements, we will assign a score of 5. If the response contains minor grammar or syntax errors but overall looks like a human sentence, we will assign a score of 4. If the
response contains a few grammar or syntax errors but still looks like a human sentence, we will assign a score of 3. If the response somehow does not look like a human sentence slightly but there are few grammar
or syntax errors in the response, we will assign a score of 2. If the response does not satisfy all the above requirements, we will assign a score of 1.

Question 1
Prompt

${0_prompt}

Question 2
Prompt

${1_prompt}

Navigation 

Figure 10: Annotation Guideline for Group 2.
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roject-template-in-the-ui-7c75285105fb#.py7towsdx -->

We really appreciate your comments or concerns!

Instructions

NOTE: THERE ARE A MAXIMUM OF 5 HITs YOU CAN COMPLETE. COMPLETING ALL 5 HITs WILL GIVE YOU A BONUS! WE ENCOURAGE
YOU TO DO ALL 5 HITs 
The annotation task is to label responses to a given prompt. The prompt consists of two people (A and B) talking to each other. The response is
the next utterance after the final utterance in the prompt. The three base annotation criteria are:

1. Appropriateness: The degree to which the output is appropriate in the given context/situation.
2. Information content of outputs: The amount of information conveyed by an output.
3. Human-likeness: The degree to which an output could have been produced by a human.

Each criteria is annotated on a 5-point scale where 1 is worst and 5 is best.
Specific Definitions

Laurel: Ben let out the cats this morning but one of them didn't come back into the house 
 Dara: oh no, was it Tom? 

Appropriateness:
1. Completely irrelevant and non-topical response 

 Laurel: Did you get dinner?
2. Response is on topic, but not appropriate

 Laurel: Cats are cute
3. Half of response is appropriate, half is not

 Laurel: Thankfully, it wasn’t Tom, but I want some hotdogs
4. Response is mostly appropriate, albeit slightly awkward

 Laurel: Jerry
5. Response is

 Laurel: No, it was Jerry ... He's always crawling under the house.

Information content of output
1. Repetition of something said in the prompt

 Laurel: The cats were let out by Ben
2. A generic answer or a question

 Laurel: Maybe
 Laurel: Do you like cats?

3. One type of information conveyed (information about self or the world)
 Laurel: No, it was Jerry.

 Laurel: Cats often run away.
4. Both types of information conveyed (information about self and the world)

 Laurel: No Jerry:( I am really worried.
5. 3 or more distinct pieces of information conveyed.

 Laurel: No it is Jerry. I'm really worried. 90% of cats that aren't found within 5 hours are roadkill.

Humanlikeness The extent to which the response BY ITSELF (ignore context) could have been written by a person
1. Self-contradictory or ungrammatical

 Laurel: Yes it's Jerry. But Jerry is Tom.
2. Incorrect obvious facts about the world

 Laurel: Jerry is mostly a cat name as in Tom and Jerry
3. Too long or unnatural sounding (lack of conversationalist properties)

 Laurel: Jerry got lost then he might have gone under the house just like I drew in my drawing. Maybe this was all a dream
4. Close but not right almost like a non-native English speaker

 Laurel: Jerry ran away ... Sad feelings.
5. Perfectly fluent. You could imagine yourself saying this.

 Laurel: Unfortunately both Jerry and Tom that ran away. I'm not sure what to do.

Question 1
Prompt

${0_prompt}

Response

${0_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 2
Prompt

${1_prompt}

Response

${1_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 3
Prompt

${2_prompt}

Response

${2_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 4
Prompt

${3_prompt}

Response

${3_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 5
Prompt

${4_prompt}

Response

${4_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 6
Prompt

${5_prompt}

Response

${5_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 7
Prompt

${6_prompt}

Response

${6_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 8
Prompt

${attention_check_prompt}

Response

${attention_check_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 9
Prompt

${8_prompt}

Response

${8_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 10
Prompt

${9_prompt}

Response

${9_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 11
Prompt

${10_prompt}

Response

${10_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Navigation 

Figure 11: Annotation Guideline for Group 3.
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We really appreciate your comments or concerns!

Instructions

NOTE: THERE ARE A MAXIMUM OF 5 HITs YOU CAN COMPLETE. COMPLETING ALL 5 HITs WILL GIVE YOU A BONUS! WE ENCOURAGE
YOU TO DO ALL 5 HITs
The annotation task is to label responses to a given prompt. The prompt consists of two people (A and B) talking to each other. The response is
the next utterance after the final utterance in the prompt. The three base annotation criteria are:

1. Appropriateness: The degree to which the output is appropriate in the given context/situation.
2. Information content of outputs: The amount of information conveyed by an output.
3. Human-likeness: The degree to which an output could have been produced by a human.

Each criteria is annotated on a 5-point scale where 1 is worst and 5 is best.

Specific Definitions

Information content of output, Appropriateness:
Appropriateness: 1

 Information content of output: 1
 If the response doesn’t make sense, doesn’t relate to the previous conversation, doesn’t have some new information 

Appropriateness: 1
 Information content of output: 2

 If the response doesn’t make sense, doesn’t relate to the previous conversation, has some new information 

Appropriateness: 2
 Information content of output: 1

 If the response doesn’t make sense, but still relates to the previous conversation, doesn’t have new information 

Appropriateness: 4
 Information content of output: 3

 If the response does make sense, but still relate to the previous conversation, doesn’t have new information 

Appropriateness: 5
 Information content of output: 5

 If the response does make sense, but still relate to the previous conversation, has some new information 

Appropriateness: 4
 Information content of output: 3

 If the response does make sense, not quite appropriate, has new information 

Appropriateness: 4
 Information content of output: 4

 If the response does make sense, not as appropriate, has new information 

Humanlikeness
Humanlikeness: 1

 If the response doesn’t make sense, doesn’t relate to the previous conversation, repeat previous information, 

Humanlikeness: 1
 If the response doesn’t make sense, doesn’t relate to the previous conversation, doesn't repeat previous information, 

Humanlikeness: 2
 If the response doesn’t make sense, but still relates to the previous conversation, repeats previous information, 

Humanlikeness: 2
 If the response doesn’t make sense, but still relates to the previous conversation, doesn’t repeat previous information, 

Humanlikeness: 1
 If the response does make sense, doesn’t relate to the previous conversation, repeats previous information, 

Humanlikeness: 1
 If the response does make sense, doesn’t relate to the previous conversation, doesn’t repeat previous information, 

Humanlikeness: 3
 If the response does make sense, but still relates to the previous conversation, repeats previous information, 

Humanlikeness: 4
 If the response does make sense, relates to the previous conversation, and paraphrases previous information 

Humanlikeness: 5
 If the response does make sense, still relates to the previous conversation, doesn’t repeat previous information, 

Question 1
Prompt

${0_prompt}

Response

${0_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 2
Prompt

${1_prompt}

Response

${1_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 3
Prompt

${2_prompt}

Response

${2_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 4
Prompt

${3_prompt}

Response

${3_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 5
Prompt

${4_prompt}

Response

${4_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 6
Prompt

${5_prompt}

Response

${5_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness

1 2 3 4 5

Question 7
Prompt

${6_prompt}

Response

${6_response}

Appropriateness

1 2 3 4 5

Information content of outputs

1 2 3 4 5

Humanlikeness
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Figure 12: Annotation Guideline for Group 4.
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We really appreciate your comments or concerns!

Instructions

NOTE: THERE ARE A MAXIMUM OF 5 HITs YOU CAN COMPLETE. COMPLETING ALL 5 HITs WILL GIVE YOU A BONUS! WE ENCOURAGE
YOU TO DO ALL 5 HITs The annotation task is to label responses to a given prompt. The prompt consists of two people (A and B) talking to
each other. The response is the next utterance after the final utterance in the prompt. The three base annotation criteria are:

1. Appropriateness: The degree to which the output is appropriate in the given context/situation.
2. Information content of outputs: The amount of information conveyed by an output.
3. Human-likeness: The degree to which an output could have been produced by a human.

Each criteria is annotated on a 5-point scale where 1 is worst and 5 is best.

Specific Definitions

Appropriateness:
Lower score:

Confusing response, off-topic
Offensive, aggressive
Condtradiction

Higher score:
Empathetic, compassionate responses
Apt responses, matching emotional toll of the situation

Information Content:

Lower score:
Contradiction
Off-topic
Repetition
Standalone response doesn't make sense

Higher score:
Reasoning, could be indicated by joint statements/multiple clauses

Humanlikeness

Lower score:
Extensive repetition
Contradiction
Off-topic
Generic responses ("I am sorry to hear that", "How can i help you?"

Higher score:
Appropriate emojis
First person pronouns (“I”, “We”)
Referring to familial relationships
Colloquial language (“wanna”, etc.)
Contractions (“I’m”, “aren’t”, etc.)
Discuss of emotions (“I feel” statements for example)
Expression of surprise (“oh!”, etc.)
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Figure 13: Annotation Guideline for Group 5.
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roject-template-in-the-ui-7c75285105fb#.py7towsdx -->

Instructions

NOTE: THERE ARE A MAXIMUM OF 5 HITs YOU CAN COMPLETE. COMPLETING ALL 5 HITs WILL GIVE YOU A
BONUS! WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO DO ALL 5 HITs 
The annotation task is to label responses to a given prompt. The prompt consists of two people (A and B) talking to
each other. The response is the next utterance after the final utterance in the prompt. The three base annotation criteria
are:

1. Appropriateness: The degree to which the output is appropriate in the given context/situation.
2. Information content of outputs: The amount of information conveyed by an output.
3. Human-likeness: The degree to which an output could have been produced by a human.

Each criteria is annotated on a 5-point scale where 1 is worst and 5 is best.
Specific Definitions

Appropriateness:
 1. “this had nothing to do with the conversation whatsoever”

2. “huh, wait, that’s very weird”
Response has at least a mild relevance to the topic discussed in prompt but otherwise is a very unusual
sentence

3. “that’s absurd but lets move on”
An unusual sentence given topic-prompt or sentence construction but people would just ignore it if someone
said that - because its not THAT weird

4. “Hm. I guess that makes sense”
Follows logically from the prompt; typical response given the context in the prompt. Sort of what was
expected.

5. “That helped the conversation”
This adds new and relevant information to the conversation. This is going above and beyond in the right
direction for this conversation.

Information Content:
 1. Hard to infer anything about the conversation. Very generic.

Example: “okay”.
2. I know one thing that this conversations is about

Example: “Yeah I’ve been there”
You know they are talking about a place which counts as 1 thing

3. I know 2 things. Longer sentence.
Example: “Yeah I’ve been there. I thought it was quite nice actually”

4. Multiple sentences with with 3 or more things.
Example:“Yeah I’ve been there. I thought it was quite nice. My mom liked it too.”

5. A long informative sentence (~>10 words) with LOTS to add in terms of specific.
Example: “The thing I like about the Taj Mahal is that it is all one block or marble [...]”

Human-likeness:
 1. Impossible for a human to say in any context

Gibberish: “trhaiotjhoiath ^^ blah_cat”
2. Correct words but very wrong

grammar or word order “Go blue stuff very, I said?”
3. some beginner ESL person could say this, i guess

ESL: “Very nice that thing is”
4. Someone would only say this in a weirdly specific situation

“It would have been nice if they had dunked it”
Technical language: “compile down your source code into binary bits via the JVM”

5. literally me or my circle would legitimately say this “Yeah i get you”

Navigation 

Figure 14: Annotation Guideline for Group 6.
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Figure 15: Average agreement between Researchers and Amazon Mechanical Turk Workers, using each Group’s
guidelines.

Figure 16: An example attention check question asked to crowdsource workers.

A.7 Crowdsourced Annotations

Metadata Using guidelines created by Groups 1 and 2, which were created using LEAP, we deployed
an initial screening round of annotations to distinguish the workers who were able to have high agreement
with the researchers of the respective groups. Each screening round consisted of 1 HIT task and 10 unique
workers completed the HITs. Workers who were able to achieve a category average κ > 0.7 agreement
with the researchers were noted as quality workers. The qualified workers were then given a larger MTurk
task of 400 prompt-response questions, where each HIT asked 55 prompt-response questions.

Three workers qualified for Group 1 and four workers qualified for Group 2. A total of 24 HITs were
created for the three workers using Group 1’s guidelines and a total of 32 HITs were published for the
four workers using Group 2’s guidelines. The workers for Group 1 completed a total of 23 HITs and the
workers for Group 2 completed a total of 19 HITs.

The workers were notified the annotations will be used for research purposes.

Compensation We conducted an initial pilot run of a HIT and learned the workers took an average of
25 minutes to complete a HIT of 55 items. We paid each worker $6.25 per HIT.

Qualifications We required a minimum of 500 approved tasks on MTurk. Second, the workers were
chosen from a group of workers whose quality was verified for other text-generation evaluation tasks (e.g.,
summarization evaluation).

Quality Checks In order to ensure the quality of the crowdsource data, we implemented several different
quality and attention checks. For each HIT, we asked two quality-check questions to confirm that the
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worker read and understood the annotation guidelines (Figure 16). We asked an attention-check question
to ensure the worker was not randomly participating in the HIT without reading the prompt and responses.
Finally, we excluded all workers who did not pass the attention checks or had a category average κ < 0.1.
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A.8 Average Annotation Ratings per Conversational Model

Model App. Info. Human.
BlenderBot 2 - 3b 3.58 3.12 4.78

BlenderBot 2 - 400m 3.10 4.10 4.32
BlenderBot - 3b 2.38 4.75 3.30
BlenderBot - 9b 3.62 4.05 4.25

DialoGPT 3.19 4.13 3.86
GPT-3 4.42 3.90 4.63

Ground truth 4.08 4.48 4.50
Plato 2 3.16 4.07 3.57

Plato 2 - 24L 4.30 4.70 3.80
Plato 2 - 32L 4.40 5.00 4.60

Table 4: Average annotation ratings per conversational model for Group 1.

Model App. Info. Human.
BlenderBot 2 - 3b 3.63 2.53 4.30

BlenderBot 2 - 400m 3.24 3.52 4.58
BlenderBot - 3b 2.84 3.87 4.21
BlenderBot - 9b 3.54 3.46 4.25

DialoGPT 3.54 3.31 4.41
GPT-3 3.95 3.33 4.53

Ground truth 3.89 3.23 4.87
Plato 2 3.47 3.61 4.27

Plato 2 - 24L 3.85 4.30 4.50
Plato 2 - 32L 4.40 4.50 4.80

Table 5: Average annotation ratings per conversational model for Group 2.

Model App. Info. Human.
BlenderBot 2 - 3b 2.74 2.88 4.61

BlenderBot 2 - 400m 2.45 2.94 4.64
BlenderBot - 3b 3.22 3.70 4.71
BlenderBot - 9b 3.21 3.49 4.97

DialoGPT 3.35 2.77 4.60
GPT-3 4.75 2.77 4.86

Ground truth 4.31 3.01 4.95
Plato 2 3.64 3.30 4.28

Plato 2 - 24L 3.02 3.42 3.68
Plato 2 - 32L 3.61 3.40 4.25

Table 6: Average annotation ratings per conversational model for Group 3.
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Model App. Info. Human.
BlenderBot 2 - 3b 2.72 2.19 2.42

BlenderBot 2 - 400m 2.24 1.95 2.17
BlenderBot - 3b 3.64 3.85 3.60
BlenderBot - 9b 3.16 3.18 3.18

DialoGPT 3.24 2.94 3.13
GPT-3 4.54 4.31 4.53

Ground truth 4.16 3.94 4.14
Plato 2 3.86 3.78 3.83

Plato 2 - 24L 2.65 2.63 2.65
Plato 2 - 32L 3.92 3.99 3.65

Table 7: Average annotation ratings per conversational model for Group 4.

Model App. Info. Human.
BlenderBot 2 - 3b 2.94 3.02 3.16

BlenderBot 2 - 400m 2.95 3.52 2.92
BlenderBot - 3b 3.99 4.26 3.94
BlenderBot - 9b 3.57 4.10 3.79

DialoGPT 3.58 3.52 3.67
GPT-3 4.49 4.20 4.60

Ground truth 4.48 4.35 4.57
Plato 2 4.08 4.18 4.19

Plato 2 - 24L 3.17 3.90 3.57
Plato 2 - 32L 4.12 4.50 3.57

Table 8: Average annotation ratings per conversational model for Group 5.

Model App. Info. Human.
BlenderBot 2 - 3b 2.85 2.59 4.79

BlenderBot 2 - 400m 2.82 2.96 4.68
BlenderBot - 3b 3.70 3.38 4.74
BlenderBot - 9b 3.42 3.48 4.81

DialoGPT 3.40 2.37 4.66
GPT-3 4.56 2.56 4.95

Ground truth 4.31 2.77 4.92
Plato 2 3.77 3.46 4.27

Plato 2 - 24L 3.12 4.18 3.92
Plato 2 - 32L 3.63 3.90 4.30

Table 9: Average annotation ratings per conversational model for Group 6.
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Figure 17: Contingency table of annotations for Groups 3, 4, 5, and 6 - From top to bottom: Appropriateness,
Information content of outputs, and Humanlikeness. Round 400 indicates the final round of annotations in LEAP
with 400 items. Red borders indicate within-group agreement.

A.9 IAA analysis - Iteration-free LEAP
Within Group The red borders in Figure 17 show the change in within-group agreement for Groups
3, 4, 5, and 6. We observed that agreement scores for Appropriateness were relatively higher than other
categories for most rounds across all groups. This coincides with our earlier findings that certain categories,
such as Appropriateness, may have stronger shared constructs than others.

Between Groups While each group’s annotation guideline helped the researchers achieve high agree-
ment within-group, Figure 17 shows that agreement between annotators of different groups remained
low throughout the five rounds. Surprisingly, we can observe that agreement between annotators across
different groups remained high throughout all five rounds for Appropriateness, suggesting that certain
annotation categories have a strong shared understanding across annotators of the different groups.

Another interesting observation can be seen in Figure 18, which shows the level of agreement for
Information content of output during Round 4. The green border shows a distinct silo of agreement
between annotators of Groups 4 and 5. We can see that Researcher 10 (Group 5) has low agreement scores
of 0.09 and 0.01 with Researchers 5 and 6 (Group 3) and 0.07 and 0.02 with Researchers 11 and 12
(Group 6).

However, Researcher 10 has a relatively high agreement of 0.5 and 0.43 with Researchers 5 and 6
(Group 5). With Researcher 7, who also belongs to Group 4, Researcher 10 has an agreement score of 0.39.
While the distinction is not as clear, annotators of Group 3 (Researchers 5 and 6) show higher agreement
with annotators of Group 6 (Researchers 11 and 12) compared to annotators of Group 4 and Group 5.

Similar distinct silos of agreement can be observed in Figure 17 for Humanlikeness, one between
Groups 4 and 5 and another between Groups 3 and 6.
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Figure 18: Example of distinct silo of agreement between Group 4 and Group 5 for Information content of output,
Round 4. The Green border show agreement between annotators of Group 4 and Group 5.
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A.10 Cohen’s Kappa
Counting the raw number of matching annotations is one of the simplest ways to measure agreement.
However, the raw agreement fails to account for the possibility of random chance agreement, which
becomes problematic when the random chance is very high (Artstein, 2017). To overcome this limitation,
Cohen’s Kappa (κ) measures observed agreement above the expected agreement (Cohen, 1968), more
formally stated,

κ =
po − pe
1− pe

where po is the relative observed agreement among annotators, and pe is the expected probability of
random chance agreement. Cohen’s Kappa measures agreement between two annotators, treating any
disagreement linearly. If a pair of annotators matches on all annotations (thus po = 1), then κ = 1. On the
other hand, if the pair has no agreement other than what is expected by chance (thus po = pe), then κ = 0.
κ < 0 is also possible when the pair annotates worse than expected chance agreement (p0 < pe).

Some annotation studies require different weights to be applied to different levels of agreement between
annotators. For example, on a 5-point Likert scale (Likert, 1932), annotation scores 4 and 5 should be
regarded as being in higher agreement than annotation scores 1 and 5. To account for this, the weighted
Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1968) is often used to measure IAA in annotation tasks, in order to weigh
disagreement differently, thus,

κ = 1−
∑k

i=1

∑k
j=1wijxij

∑k
i=1

∑k
j=1wijmij

,

where wij is the weight matrix, xij is the observed matrix, and mij is the expected matrix.
Cohen’s Kappa of 0.6 to 0.8 is commonly regarded as a threshold for sufficient inter-annotator agreement

in NLP research (Landis and Koch, 1977). In order to strengthen the reliability of annotation guidelines,
various methods have been used to raise the kappa above the threshold, such as taking out outlier
anomalous annotations from the dataset (Zhao et al., 2020). However, this is no guarantee that the validity
of the dataset is improved by the discarded outliers.
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